Book Review

Hackers and Painters: Big Ideas from the Computer Age

Venn's Diagram of Intellectual Commonwealth,

"Hackers and Painters" is Dr. Paul Graham's take on big ideas and how it all relates back to computer programming. Yes, the jacket cover categorization is /programming so if you are wondering how come "Revenge of the nerds" and "How to make Wealth" are part of programming education, don't be surprised if you are recommended to read Heidegger for etymology enlightenment as a software developer.

Reading Paul Graham is an addiction and an intellectual fix for most of us who may find themselves lost in the mundane code mazes of our day job and go out looking for answer. These are the pearls from a Harvard Computer Science PhD who made Bayesian inference a household name. This ~250 page book is a collection of seminal/web style writings on a diverse array of topics in fifteen essays. The book is all about ideas, thoughts and questions for instance in "Good and Bad Procrastination" Paul states

1. What are the most important problems in your field?

2. Are you working on one of them?

3. Why not?
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How simpler can you get but yet, reader would find analogies from anglo-saxon nobles to modern day architecture and renaissance paintings. Reading Paul Graham is important if you are a technology enthusiast; its imperative providing that programming is merely not your day job but a passion for life. It's not a book for learning lisp, hacking or programming for that matter, but a very different genre. So without going all elite, if you are not sure this is a right book for you, add his writings to your RSS aggregator and you'll soon find the book sitting next to your pillow. And I just couldn't resist quoting this about writing

"I think it's far more important to write well than most people realize. Writing doesn't just communicate ideas; it generates them. If you're bad at writing and don't like to do it, you'll miss out on most of the ideas writing would have generated.".
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